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Abstract :

We present design and performance details of Control and Monitoring, Servo and Mechanical subsys-
tems of GMRT. The novel design of GMRT antennas, which makes them extremely light weight dishes, is
described. The Servo system, designed with position, speed and torque control loops, achieves a pointing
accuracy of 1 arc minute. The GMRT Online system controls and monitors the working of almost all the
subsystems. The telemetry set-up establishes command and voice communication over the analog fiber links
between central building and the antennas. We also give details of the operating cycles and usage statistics
of GMRT.

1 Summary

The Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT), set up near Khodad, approximately 80 Kms north of Pune
in India, is a frontline observing facility. It consists of 30 antennas of 45 metre diameter each, arranged in an
approximately Y- shaped layout, with 12 antennas in a closely spaced configuration within a 1 Km X 1 Km
square and the remaining 18 antennas located along the three arms of the ”Y”. Each antenna is connected
to the Central Electronics Building via a pair of optical fibres, which bring back the astronomy signal from
the antenna, and also carry the control and Telemetry information to and from the antenna. Presently, the
GMRT is operational at five Frequency bands : 130-230 MHz, 215-255 MHz, 305-345 MHz, 580-640 MHz
and 1000-1450 MHz. For each of these bands, the GMRT uses a superheterodyne receiver system to process
the faint astronomical signals, providing high sensitivity and dynamic range. In this paper, we describe the
various operations related aspects of the GMRT, including the control and telemetry hardware and software,
and also the mechanical and servo systems.

Each GMRT dish has been made light-weight and of low solidity by using a series of rope trusses (made
of thin stainless steel wire ropes) stretched between 16 parabolic frames made of tubular steel – referred to
as the Stretched Mesh Attached to Rope Trusses (SMART) design. The wire ropes are tensioned suitably
to make a mosaic of plane facets approximating a parabolic surface. A light-weight thin wire mesh (made
of 0.55 mm diameter stainless steel wire) with a grid size varying from 10 X 10 mm in the central part of
the dish to 20 X 20 mm in the outer parts, stretched over the rope truss facets forms the reflecting surface
of the dish. The low-solidity design cuts down the wind forces by a large factor and is particularly suited to
Indian conditions where there is no snowfall in the plains. The overall wind forces and the resulting torques
for a 45-m GMRT dish are similar to those for only a 22-m dish of conventional design, thus resulting in
substantial savings in cost.

The dish is connected to a ‘cradle’ which is supported by two elevation bearings on a yoke, placed on
a 3.8 m diameter slewing-ring bearing secured on the top of a 11 metre high concrete tower. The weight of
the dish is about 120 tonnes and the counter-weight is about 40 tonnes. The dishes have alt-azimuth mount.

The motion of these giant antennas is controlled by a precision servo control system. The GMRT
servo system has been designed with three nested control loops of position, speed and torque and achieves
a pointing and tracking accuracy of 1 arc minute RMS, for wind speeds of less than 20 km/hr and uses 17
bit absolute encoders. In order to achieve antenna stability, a lead-lag filter has been implemented digitally
in the position loop to reject frequencies much below the natural frequency of resonance of GMRT dishes.
Considering the heavy weight structure, an alt-azimuth mount is most favourable approach for positioning
and movement of the dish antenna. Here, the elevation axis sits on the azimuth drive and the elevation
drive moves the antenna up and down while azimuth drive moves antenna in clockwise & counter-clockwise
directions. Both the axes have counter torque drive arrangements to minimize the backlash.



The GMRT servo system processes the commands received from the GMRT Online system and issues
proper movement commands to the solid state interface logic and motor drive circuits. It also monitors the
healthiness of the electro-mechanical systems, takes appropriate decisions to stop the antennas in case of any
emergency situations and alert the GMRT online system and the telescope operator in the control room.

The feeds of the GMRT antennas are mounted on the four faces of a rotating turret located at the prime
focus of the dish. The feed positioning system for the GMRT process commands received from the GMRT
Online system and brings the selected feed to the prime focus position by rotating the turret. The precise
positioning is achieved by using pulse width modulation technique and a trapezoidal profile for the velocity
command to vary the speed of the DC motor. This is implemented with an 8 bit based microcontroller and
feed drive cassette with power MOSFETS in an ‘H’ configuration.

The GMRT Online and Telemetry systems Control and Monitor the status of the following systems
in all the 30 antennas:

a) Mechanical movement of the antennas in Azimuth and Elevation, via the Servo system. b) Posi-
tioning of the required feed to the focus, via the Feed Positioning system. c) Configuring and monitoring
of the Analog receiver chain consisting of the Front-end, IF, Local oscillator and Baseband systems. d)
Configuring of Digital backend systems like the Correlator and Pulsar receivers.

The Telemetry system uses a 16 bit micro-controller based Communication Handler (COMH) at the
Central Electronics Building and an Antenna Based Computer (Antcom) in each antenna as the main
intelligent units for sending/receiving commands from/to the Online system, and also for providing voice
communication and synchronization signals. It employs a FSK modulation scheme at 250 Kbits/sec over the
analog optical fiber links. In each antenna, the Antcom uses general purpose 8 bit micro-controller based
Monitor and Control Modules (MCMs) for setting and monitoring various RF/LO/IF system parameters,
and communicates with them through RS485 link at 9600 bits/sec. The Antcom routes commands and
status information relevant to antenna movement to the servo system through RS422 links at 9600 bits/sec.
It also monitors the room temp and smoke detector status through the sentinel system.

The GMRT Control Centre (GCC), as part of GMRT operations group, monitors the health of all the
systems with the help of the telescope operator staff, and sustains the upkeep of the systems with the help
of the technical team members.

The GMRT has two 5 month long observing cycles (May-Sep and Nov-Mar) per year, with one month
between each cycle set aside for major maintenance and improvement activities. The GMRT Time Allocation
Committee (GTAC) receives proposals well in advance for each of these two annual observing cycles. The
proposals are screened by referees and the GTAC then gives its final recommendations for scheduling of
each proposal. Based on these, the observing schedules are prepared, and the users informed accordingly.
Users are expected to be present at the telescope site at the time of their observations; the GMRT does not
support remote observing at present. We are happy to announce that the GMRT will be completing the
13th successful GTAC observation cycle by mid-March 2008, and commencing the 14th in mid-April 2008.
Amongst the users of the GMRT, about 60% of the PIs are from India, and 40% from abroad.


